Sale is being sold on a Ticket Scale Basis
Sale boundaries consist of red paint line, young aspen, trails, or town road.
In both units, leave all purple marked hardwood and all conifer except balsam fir, spruce, and jack pine. Harvest all unmarked hardwood stems 2” and greater and harvest all balsam fir, spruce, and jack pine 2” and greater.
This sale includes 4 trees that are painted with a purple “X”. Operator must fell and leave all trees marked with purple “X”. “X” marked trees should be cut 5 feet above ground level and should lie as close to the high stump as possible. These trees will create ruffed grouse drumming habitat.
Contractor will purchase and deliver 200 tons of 2” minus rock to a location in the sale vicinity (determined by Sale Admin) to be stockpiled for later use.
Sale operations may only occur when the ground is frozen or exceptionally dry conditions as determined by Bayfield County.
Do not cut snags except for those that pose a safety hazard.
To comply with the Best Management Practices for Invasive Species: Prior to moving equipment onto or off of the sale area, scrape or brush soil and debris from exterior surfaces to the extent practical.
Decking of wood along town roads will not be allowed without permission from Bayfield County.
If harvest will utilize the whole tree, 1 in 10 tops must be left scattered throughout the sale.
This contract requires County authorization for all road/landing construction and places a number of other requirements on road construction and closure.